
A REVIEW OF THE EMPLOYEES IN CRAZY EDDIES

Crazy Eddie was a consumer electronics chain in the Northeastern United States. The chain into alleged violations of
federal securities laws by certain Crazy Eddie officers and employees. Eddie Antar .. "NNTN-Chicago Tribune Review".

There could be a problem. Similarly, when insiders unload huge amounts of shares, prices tend to suffer.
There is certainly nothing wrong with family- owned and operated enterprises; they are a strong part of our
economic base. If you primarily serve small businesses, your clients statistically are most likely to be damaged
by asset misappropriation. They believed whatever we told them without verifying the truth. Now, we planned
to launder some of those monies back into Crazy Eddie to inflate profits. In the early years, a person was
required to be a relative, a friend of the family, or a friend of a friend of the family, to work for the company.
The sheer volume of phony debit memos caused our books and records to show many vendors owing us
money, rather than the other way around! It was not uncommon for Eddie to follow customers out of the store
in order to talk them into buying merchandise. From to , I attended Bernard M. Therefore, the Antar family
paid my tuition and paid my full-time salary while I attended college. Provide appropriate security to
documents and computers. And experience has shown it is the asset of choice in financial fraud cases. By
crazyeddie. This is how he did it. Rather than overtly interfering, I engaged in a calculated plan to subtly
distract them with cute Crazy Eddie employees reporting to me. These laws were having a negative effect on
smaller retailers, such as Crazy Eddie. Sabine C Crack my name is Amy says: In the anime's crack episode,
Riko declares that her desk of a mysterious robot from there beneath the earth must consider the beginning of
something very in her life. In another scene, Current Girl and Arrowette are using the Internet, but your
connection dies. Baruch College and majored in public accounting. Eddie surrendered to U. The funds from
Panama and safe deposit boxes were deposited into store bank accounts a day after the fiscal year ended, on a
Monday. The people that have been written all the way to the reader cannot believe how few simple are down
there particularly for this year of year. Because the scope is so broad, occupational fraud includes such
common violations as asset misappropriations, corruption, fraudulent financial statements, pilferage and petty
theft, false overtime, using company property for personal benefit and payroll and sick-time abuses. In , Mr.
Sammy pleaded guilty to three felonies. An employee would stand on top of a stack of television sets, for
example, and call down the count to the auditors. It factors out sales increases from opening additional retail
units and provides a baseline comparison of revenues from existing stores during two reporting periods.
Fraudulently decreasing liabilities such as accounts payable inflates reported income or understates reported
losses. But because the market liked our inflated comparable store revenue, our share prices held up. Antar
telephoned and told Carroll to say the line the same way every time, and thus a working relationship had
begun. Our employees would volunteer to make copies of their audit test counts. The issue of accounting fraud
never came up. Marshals a week later, but was released and ordered to appear at a second hearing. Question:
What does that signify? The employees are beyond nice and they do an amazing job! Our research divided
them into five principal, but related, types. Huge conglomerates had formed and financial transactions became
so numerous they could not all be examined. The funds in Israel were wired to Panama both countries were
bank secrecy jurisdictions. I convinced him not to order a re-count of store inventories and to sign off on the
audit on April 28 or two days earlier than planned, despite the fact that major audit work was incomplete. Our
auditors did not have a clue as to the accurate level of inventory. While smaller retailers had lower overheads,
they were unable to compete with the larger stores by lowering prices because fair trade forced all retailers to
sell merchandise at the same price.


